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Overview
Focus on multifamily value-add and new development in emerging markets across the nation.
Tax efficiency, strong cash flow, and superior risk- adjusted returns regardless of market cycles.
Moderate to extensive renovations, improved management, and innovative capital solutions
Seize opportunity in new development to take charge of historical cap rate compression
Vertically integrated owner-operator with local expertise
True partnership and institutional grade infrastructure for our investors
Strict acquisition criteria and contrarian outlook combined with operational focus
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Investment Thesis

Real Estate: A Superior Asset Class
• Real estate is superior to stocks and bonds
• Higher total returns, lower risk and consistent
cash flow
• Real estate is a great inflation hedge and has
unmatched tax benefits
• Private real estate’s illiquidity can be a positive restraint
• More patient investing, with less emphasis on day-today volatility
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Why Multifamily?
• Outstanding risk-adjusted returns compared with other real estate asset classes - particularly resilient
in economic downturns
• COVID-19: multifamily weathered storm and generated exceptional returns in emerging markets
• Demographic tailwinds and limited supply: population growth, delayed family formation, older
renters, and immigration all drive rental demand
• All groups increasingly favor the simplicity and flexibility of renting
• Starts and deliveries, limited by high construction costs and regulatory limits, are not keeping pace
with increased demand or with historic averages
• Large multifamily complexes allow economies of scale not possible when managing smaller
properties
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Why Multifamily?
5 -7 YEAR HOLDING PERIOD RETURNS (1987 – 2016)
Property Type

Mean

S.D.

Sharpe Ratio

All

7.87%

3.56%

0.62

Apartment

9.05%

2.81%

1.21

Industrial

8.27%

3.75%

0.70

Office

6.99%

4.76%

0.28

Retail

8.68%

3.54%

0.85

Hotel

8.63%

4.43%

0.67
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Bullish on Texas
• Texas leads the nation: population growth, job growth, rent growth, low unemployment.
• Pro-business environment
• No corporate or personal income tax
• Landlord friendly state
• Texas jobless rate of 5.6% (Q3/2021) remains at a historic low for the fourth straight
month.
• U.S. Census: 7 of the 15 fastest-growing cities in America are in Texas.
• As cost of living continues to rise, many Americans are moving from crowded and expensive coastal
regions to sunny, low- tax areas in the Sunbelt.
• Texas is the single largest destination for migrants from other states, California providing the largest
number of transplants.
• Major corporations, attracted by lower costs and favorable regulatory environments, are relocating entire
divisions from coastal areas to Texas and other sunbelt states.
• Texas population is growing at a rate of 1,000 people per day – enormous demand for housing.
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Secondary and Tertiary
Markets
• Lower valuation multiples at purchase allow properties in secondary and tertiary markets to sustain
high ongoing cashflow yield to investors.
• Technology and continuing improvements in infrastructure make managing property in these markets
more feasible than ever.
• Tertiary markets allow us to identify opportunities that are overlooked as there is a smaller pool of
investors bidding on potential acquisitions.
• Lesser-known markets require market expertise to identify markets and opportunities which have
better risk-adjusted returns than their primary market counterparts.
• Dry powder is near record highs, with capital chasing a limited number of deals.
• This results in an artificial appreciation and overpriced assets with no consideration of the downside of
the market cycle that is due to come over the next few years.
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Strategy

Our Strategy
We create returns by creating value:
LOCATION

CAPITAL STRUCTURE

DEAL SOURCING &
UNDERWRITING

Many people in real estate swear by “location, location, location". We believe that buying in
class A locations results in accepting lower returns. We believe that better returns can be
achieved in B/C class neighborhoods and in smaller markets or those which are less favored
by investors.
We seek to optimize our debt and equity financing through our deep network in the capital
markets. We tailor the capital stack to the investment’s business plan and risk/return profile.

While we often source deals on-market through the traditional brokerage network, we do
find unique opportunities by looking outside of the conventional investment thesis. Due to
our strong, steady pipeline of deal flow, we can underwrite conservatively and still win
deals.
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Investment Criteria
Markets

• Texas triangle
• Florida north and central
• Nationwide: off-market, distress, unique pricing, special
situations that will create immediate value.

Assets
•
•
•
•
•

Price: $6MM+ (100+ units)
Vintage: 1960 – 2005
Class: B or C+
Area: A or B
Value add: deferred maintenance, high vacancy, high expenses, poorly
managed properties.

Target returns
• We prefer to focus on assets with deferred
maintenance
that
are
significantly
underperforming the market in rent, occupancy,
and expenses.
• Preferred return: investors profit before we do.
• Typical IRR hurdles goals, net of fees:
• Value-add: 15%
• Deep value-add / opportunistic – 20%
• Distressed – 25%
• Our preference is for assets that project an
unlevered, stabilized return on cost of 7.59%
• Typical cash-on-cash is targeted at 7-12%
year over year.
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Deal Sourcing
Sourcing

Underwriting

• Screen 500+ deals per year
• Continuous pipeline of opportunities and high level review of each
• Underwrite 200+ deals per year
• More detailed underwriting on select deals that adhere to our investment criteria
• 50+ LOIs per year
• LOIs are submitted at pricing which exceeds our target returns

LOI

Acquisition

• 4+ deals per year
• We target to close roughly one transaction per quarter
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Interior Renovations
Before Value-Add

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

White appliances
Paneled cabinetry
2” blinds
Waster and dryer included
Large soaking tub
Laminate countertops
Spacious closets
Patio / balcony

After Value-Add

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New vinyl plank flooring throughout unit
Stainless steel appliance package
Designer kitchen and bath cabinetry
Granite countertops in kitchen and baths
Tile backsplash in kitchen
Undermount kitchen sink
Updated hardware and lighting package
Private fenced in yards in select units
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Exterior Renovations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clubhouse Renovation
Roof Repair/Replacement
Foundation Repair
Rebranding and New Signage
Fenced-in Yards
Dog Park
Pet Park
Fitness Center Renovations
Movie Theater
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Opportunity in New
Construction
• Cap rates are at historical lows making it very competitive to purchase effectively
• Profitability of new construction: inversely proportional to cap rate
• Our extensive development experience gives us a unique edge
• 2-3 yr construction projects deliver outsized returns
• Short implementation period, reduced market risk and increased liquidity
• We have identified highly profitable opportunities in Visalia, CA – boots on the ground
• LP target returns for new construction: 25% IRR, >1.5-2.0 equity multiple
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CompanyProfile

Calrov Team
Daniel Calderon, Principal
Daniel has over 20 years of experience in the construction industry, including multifamily
development, structural framing of schools, homes and luxury residential, subdivision
development, and project management. As a real estate investment professional, Daniel has
fixed and flipped dozens of single family residences, and bought and sold several properties. He
has raised capital for multifamily, retail strip mall redevelopments, assisted living, and land
development projects.

Dr. Johannes Urpelainen, Chief Investment Officer
Johannes is an experienced real estate and technology investor with a nationwide portfolio of
multifamily, self-storage, industrial, and mobile home assets. He specializes in market analysis,
underwriting, and investor relations. An avid passive investor himself, Johannes works to make
sure that CalRov investors benefit from superior returns, low risk, and consistent cashflow.
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Property Management
Asset Living
Founded in 1986, Asset Living (“Asset”) is a Houston-based real
estate management firm. With a growing portfolio that includes a
multitude of properties across the nation, Asset provides services
to a variety of clients that include property management, asset
management, receivership, and investment services. Asset is a
member of The Institute of Real Estate Management (IREM), and
is recognized as an Accredited Management Organization (AMO).

JC Reeves - Vice President
Rice University graduate with over five years of experience in
commercial real estate. Property management expert
specializing in client relations, financial statement analysis,
while assisting in developments and acquisition portfolio
growth. Experience in all asset types within conventional
housing, ranging from class A luxury new developments to lowincome affordable housing.
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Service Providers
• Kim Lisa Taylor
Real estate and partnership
attorney, SEC compliance
• Michael Cohen,
Franklin St.
Insurance services
• Michael D’Onofrio
Engineered tax services
i. Cost segregation
ii. Tax planning
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